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In this paper we propose a novel routing algorithm for 802.11 based wireless mesh networks called
Energy and Throughput-aware Routing (ETR). The design objectives of ETR are (i) to provide flows with
throughput guarantees, and (ii) to minimize the overall energy consumption in the mesh network. To
achieve these objectives, we first analyze the throughput performance of the mesh network. Based on this
analysis, we target obtaining the set of feasible allocations in the wireless network, i.e., the capacity
region, which results in a set of complex non-linear equations that are not adequate for optimization algo-
rithms. To overcome this computational complexity we derive a set of linear constraints (referred to as
linearized capacity regions) which provides a much simpler formulation at a slightly reduced accuracy.
By feeding these linear constraints into an integer programming formulation, we then propose a routing
algorithm that admits as many flows as possible while satisfying their throughput guarantees. This algo-
rithm is further extended to account for energy considerations by devising a routing algorithm that uses
as few nodes as possible, which allows switching off the unused nodes and thus save energy. The pro-
posed approach is thoroughly evaluated and shown to outperform previous approaches very substan-
tially both in terms of throughput and energy consumption.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the last few years, mesh networking has emerged as a cost
effective and efficient solution for realizing backhaul networks to
provide mobile users with potentially high quality services. The
multihop wireless network architecture of mesh networks enables
them to efficiently cover large areas without requiring many inter-
connections into a wired infrastructure. Furthermore, mesh net-
works are dynamically self-organized and self-configured, which
ultimately results in reduced up-front cost and lower network main-
tenance costs for the operator. Along these lines, many major oper-
ators have already considered wireless mesh networks (WMNs) as a
technology for their wireless cities initiatives [1].

A critical concern for operators is to provide their users with
service guarantees, which imposes some constraints on the perfor-
mance of the mesh backhaul. Providing service guarantees to mobile
devices, while preserving flexibility and cost efficiency, is a great
challenge not supported by current technology, due to wireless
mesh inherent limitations.

Another chief concern for operators is energy consumption.
Indeed, nowadays it is a widespread goal to reduce the energy
consumed by telecommunication networks, with initiatives such
ll rights reserved.
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as Green Touch1 that aim at reducing the energy consumption in net-
works by a factor of 1000. In addition to environmental reasons, the
electricity bill is a major driver that pushes operators towards en-
ergy savings. Along these lines, it is highly desirable to minimize
the energy consumed by operators’ backhaul networks and in partic-
ular mesh-based backhauls. Despite this, the development of energy
efficient mesh networks has received relatively little attention to
date.

Following the above, we propose a novel routing solution for
802.11 based-WMNs to provide flows with throughput guarantees
while optimizing the energy consumption. The proposed routing
algorithm targets a network owned by an operator and relies on
a centralized entity implementing resource allocation and admis-
sion control mechanisms. It builds on a linearized model of the
capacity region of IEEE 802.11 DCF, which provides an accurate
model of the set of feasible allocations at a low computational flex-
ibility, thus supporting the execution of optimization algorithms in
a timely manner.

The key contributions of this paper are:

� We propose a novel way to represent the capacity region of a set
of stations sharing the wireless medium, which we refer to as
linearized capacity region, and compute the corresponding
1 http://www.greentouch.org/.
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Fig. 1. Link group concept.
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parameters that define this region for the case of 802.11. The
linearized capacity region is devised with the aim of aiding
the design of optimal and efficient networking algorithms.
� Based on the information provided by the linearized capacity

region, we design a novel optimal routing algorithm for wireless
mesh networks that admits as many users as possible to the
network while providing them with the desired throughput
guarantees.
� We design an extension to our routing algorithm that, in addi-

tion to providing throughput guarantees, minimizes the total
energy consumed by the mesh network. This is achieved by
switching off as many mesh routers as possible.

After a thoroughly evaluation of the performance of the result-
ing approach, by means of simulations and numerical results, we
show that the proposed algorithm can route at least twice as much
throughput as compared approaches (Shortest path,ETX and ETT)
and, for a given throughput demand, it can save up to 40% of
energy.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
present the network model and assumptions upon which our work
relies. Section 3 analyzes the throughput performance of a set of
802.11 stations sharing the wireless medium, it obtains the capac-
ity region from this analysis and then linearizes this region. This
linearized capacity region concept is validated by means of simula-
tions (throughput model) and comparison with the exact analytical
model for different scenarios. Section 4 proposes a routing algo-
rithm that provides throughput guarantees (based on the linearized
capacity region) and minimizes energy consumption. The perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated, both in terms of
throughput and energy, via simulation. Finally, Section 5 reviews
some related work and Section 6 closes the paper with some final
remarks.
3 The proposed energy algorithm aims at maximizing the number of nodes that can
2. Network model

In the following we present the network model upon which our
work is based as well as the assumptions upon which we rely.

Our network model is based on the notions of link and link
group. We say that there is a link between two interfaces if these
two interfaces operate on the same channel and can establish di-
rect communication. We further define a link group as the set of
interfaces (n P 2) that operate on the same channel and can di-
rectly communicate with each other.2 In Fig. 1 we illustrate a
WMN with 2 link groups consisting of 6 links each.

In this paper we focus on a scenario where the channels of the
wireless mesh networks are carefully assigned in order to avoid
undesired interferences. This is typical in planned networks such
as e.g. an operator-owned network where channels are centrally
assigned in a way that overall interference in the network is min-
imized (see e.g. [2]).
2 Note that this concept only considers links that contend for channel access with
each other.
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Following the above target scenario, a key assumption of our
paper is that the channel assignment algorithm results in the
following:

� All the interfaces that belong to the same link group are assigned
to the same channel and are in the transmission (and collision)
range of each other.
� The stations that do not belong to the same link group do not

cause transmission errors to each other, either because they
are assigned to different non-overlapping channels or because
(although using an overlapping channels) they are physically
located far enough from each other.

Following the above assumption, a transmission from an inter-
face will be successful as long as it does not interfere with any
transmission of the same link group, independently of whether
the interfaces that belong to other link groups transmit or not. As
a result, with our model throughput performance can be analyzed
independently at each link group. This is the basis of our throughput
analysis of Section 3.

The above assumption is supported by our experimental work
of [3]. In this work, we set up a network based on 802.11a and
showed that as long as the separation between channels of differ-
ent link groups is large enough, they do not interfere with each
other. Following this, we deployed a mesh network [4] with careful
channel assignment in order to meet the requirements stated
above, and verified experimentally that these requirements are in-
deed satisfied.

In addition to channel assignment, link adaptation techniques
support the use of modulation schemes that prevent external
interference to cause any transmission error. While in this paper
we do not focus on the design of such techniques, we consider that
they are being used and take the modulation scheme used by each
interface as input.

Finally, in terms of energy consumption, we use a simplified
model that considers that devices consume a constant power when
switched on while neglecting the energy dedicated to individual
transmissions. This model follows the ‘‘on–off’’ energy profile
introduced by Restrepo et al. [5], which is based on the measure-
ments by Corliano and Hufschmid [6]. These measurements show
that the energy consumed by the transmissions of some typical
wireless devices accounts only for a very small portion of their
overall consumption. The ’’on–off’’ model is well known in the lit-
erature and has been adopted in other works such as [7] or [8]. Fol-
lowing this model, our objective in this paper is to switch off as
many devices as possible in order to minimize the overall energy
consumed by the wireless mesh network.3

3. Throughput analysis

Following the link group concept presented above, the through-
put of the wireless mesh network can be computed by considering
each link group independently. In the following we study the
throughput performance of a link group:

� We first compute all the feasible throughput combinations in
the link group, i.e., the throughputs that each of the links in
the link group can have. We denote the set of all feasible com-
binations by link group capacity region.
be switched off while the network is operating under low load, e.g. night hours. In
contrast, when the network operates under high loads, i.e., peak-hour traffic, all nodes
are likely to be required to serve the incoming traffic (as network dimensioning is
typically performed considering the traffic demand at peak hours).

ware routing for 802.11 based mesh networks, Comput. Commun. (2012),
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4 The computation of thes for all nodes is a complex operation that requires solving
a multi-variable non-linear equations system. In order to solve this, a numeric
method must be applied, which in our case is based on the trust-region dogleg
method [11].
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� We then linearize the above capacity region, obtaining the line-
arized capacity region. The main features of this region are: (i) it
contains a subset of the feasible throughput combinations, and
(ii) it allows checking whether a given throughput combination
is contained in the region or not by means of a simple linear
equation. As we will see in the next section, these features are
very useful when dealing with optimization problems.

The validation of this model is done by assessing the perfor-
mance of the resulting linearized capacity region as compared
against the exact capacity region. Results show that the linearized
capacity region covers most of the exact region, which means that
performance will not be significantly degraded by employing the
linearized capacity region instead of the exact one.

3.1. Link group capacity region

Let us consider a link group with n nodes (i.e., each of these
nodes has an interface that belongs to the link group). Let us de-
note by ri the throughput that node i receives in this link group.
In the following we analyze the set of possible throughput combi-
nations fr1; r2; . . . ; rng in the link group. We denote the set of pos-
sible combinations as capacity region and say that a given
combination belongs to the boundary of the capacity region if we
cannot increase the throughput allocated to any node without
decreasing the throughput of some other node.

Let si be the probability that the interface of node i that belongs
to the link group transmits at a given slot time. For simplicity, in
the following we refer to this event simply as a transmission of node
i. This transmission will be successful if and only if no other node of
the link group transmits simultaneously. Thus,

psi
¼ si

Y

j2Lni
ð1� sjÞ ð1Þ

where L is the set of nodes of the link group.
Similarly, the probability that a slot time is empty or contains a

collision are computed according to

pe ¼
Y

j2L

ð1� sjÞ ð2Þ

pc ¼ 1� pe �
X

i

psi
ð3Þ

Following the above, the throughput of a node i in the link group
can be computed as

ri ¼
psi

l
P

ipsi
Ts;i þ pcTc þ peTe

ð4Þ

where l is the length of a packet and Ts;i; Te and Tc are the average
durations of a successful transmission of node i, an empty slot time
and a collision, respectively.

In order to compute ri, we need to obtain the si’s. For this, we
distinguish between saturated and non-saturated nodes. Saturated
nodes are those whose sending rate is larger than their throughput,
and hence always have a packet ready for transmission. According
to [9], the transmission probability of these nodes satisfies the fol-
lowing condition:

si ¼
2

1þW þ pc;iW
Pm�1

j¼0 ð2pc;iÞ
j

ð5Þ

where W and m are the CWmin and maximum backoff stage param-
eters, which are given by the 802.11 standard [10], and pc;i is the
conditional collision probability of the node, which is computed
according to

pc;i ¼ 1�
Y

j2Lni
ð1� sjÞ ð6Þ
Please cite this article in press as: A. de la Oliva et al., Throughput and energy-a
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For the case of non-saturated nodes, throughput is equal to the
sending rate Si, and therefore we can isolate their si from Eq. (4),
which yields

si ¼
Sið
P

ipsi
Ts;i þ pcTc þ peTeÞ

l
Q

j2Lnið1� sjÞ
ð7Þ

With the above model, given the input rates of the nodes of a
link group, we can compute the corresponding si’s, depending on
whether they are saturated or not, and the corresponding through-
puts fr1; . . . ; rng. This terminates our throughput model. Based on
the above throughput model of a link group, in the following we
obtain the capacity region of the link group.

Our computation of the capacity region is based on the observa-
tion that, in the boundary of the capacity region, one or more sta-
tions are saturated, as otherwise there is at least one station that
can increase its throughput without decreasing the throughput of
the other stations. Based on this observation, we compute the
boundary of the capacity region as follows:

� We divide all the nodes in the link group into two sets, the set of
saturated nodes and the set of non-saturated nodes, and con-
sider all possible sets of saturated stations.
� The si of the saturated nodes is given by Eq. (5). Since all non-

saturated nodes will surely have a smaller si, we sweep across
the si of the other nodes in the range ð0; ssatÞ, where ssat is the
si of the saturated nodes.4

Each of the steps of the above iteration provides a boundary to
the capacity region, and any point inside this boundary belongs to
the capacity region. This terminates the analysis of the exact capac-
ity region. The performance of this analysis is validated against
simulations in Section 3.3.1.

3.2. Linearized capacity region

Obtaining the capacity region as described above is complex, as
it requires solving a non-linear system of equations on the s’s. This
way, determining wether a given throughput allocation fr�1; . . . ; r�ng
is feasible in a certain link group is computationally expensive.
Therefore, the above analysis cannot be used to solve optimization
problems that need a simple way to determine whether a given
allocation is feasible or not.

In order to overcome this limitation, we propose the following
linear equation to model the capacity region of the link group,
X

i2L

wiri < C ð8Þ

where wi is the weight of node i and C is the capacity of the link
group. As will be shown later on this section, the weights determine
the set of throughputs allowed by the linearized capacity region.
The computation of the weight values to optimize the linearize
capacity is one of the key contributions of this paper. This linearized
capacity region allows determining whether a given allocation
fr1; . . . ; rng is feasible or not by computing a simple linear equation.
As we will see in the next section, this feature enables the use of
efficient optimization techniques such as linear programming or
integer programming.

The rest of this section is devoted to the computation of the
parameters that define the linear capacity region (i.e., wi and C).
While computing these parameters, we aim at the following
objectives:
ware routing for 802.11 based mesh networks, Comput. Commun. (2012),
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� The linearized capacity region must be entirely contained
within the exact capacity region. This guarantees that any
throughput allocation inside the linearized capacity region is
actually feasible.
� The linearized capacity region should cover the exact capacity

region as much as possible. The reason is that we would like
to avoid that a given desired allocation fr1; . . . ; rng that is feasi-
ble according to the exact capacity region is not contained
inside the linearized capacity region.

Fig. 2 illustrates that there are several degrees of freedom when
computing the capacity region, as we can choose different slopes for
the each dimension (the figure shows three different options: a, b
and c). In this paper, in order to cover the exact capacity region as much
as possible, we choose the slopes of the capacity region such that, when
crossing each axis, the values of the exact and linearized capacity
regions are proportional (this corresponds to the option b in Fig. 2):

wi

wj
¼ Rj

Ri
ð9Þ

where Ri is the throughput of node i when crossing axis i (i.e., when
the throughput of all nodes but i are zero).

Without loss of generality, we take w1 ¼ 1, which allows us to
compute the values of the remaining weights wi following Eq.
(9). The pending challenge is the computation of the link group
capacity C; to find it, we look for the point where the following
function takes a minimum
X

i2L

wiri ð10Þ

where the ri’s are the throughput values in the boundary of the ex-
act capacity region.5

Note that, with the above, the boundaries of the exact capacity
region satisfy
X

i2L

wiri > C ð11Þ

and hence any point inside the linearized capacity region is guaran-
teed to be contained in the exact capacity region.

To find the minimum of the function of Eq. (10), we perform a
search over all the si’s with the following constraint. Since we
are at the boundary of the capacity region, the node with the high-
est throughput will be saturated, and hence its si has to satisfy Eq.
(5). Without loss of generality, we denote the node with the high-
est throughput as node 1.

To find the minimum of the function
P

iwiri with the above con-
straint on s1, we apply the Lagrange multiplier as follows:

Lðsi; kÞ ¼
X

i2L

wiri � k s1 � s1ðpc;1Þ
� �

ð12Þ

where s1ðpc;1Þ is the expression of s1 as a function of pc;1 as given by
Eq. (5).

Taking the partial derivatives and forcing that they are zero, we
obtain

@L
@sj
¼ @

P
iwiri

@sj
þ k

@s1ðpc;1Þ
@sj

¼ 0 ð13Þ

Given that the si’s are very small, the partial derivative on
s1ðpc;1Þ can be neglected

@s1ðpc;1Þ
@sj

� 1
W
� 0 ð14Þ
5 Note that a given throughput combination belongs to the boundary of the
capacity region if we cannot increase the throughput allocated to any node without
decreasing the throughput of some other node.
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which yields

@L
@sj
¼ @

P
iwiri

@sj
¼ 0 ð15Þ

If we neglect the time wasted on idle slots when only one sta-
tion is transmitting, the throughputs Ri are approximately inver-
sely proportional to the durations of successful transmissions Ts;i.
Combining this with Eqs. (4) and (9) leads to

X

i

wiri ¼
1

Ts;1

P
ipsi

Ts;iP
ipsi

Ts;i þ pcTc þ peTe
ð16Þ

If we take the partial derivative of the above equation and ne-
glect all the terms on si of order 2 or above in the numerator
(which gives a good approximation considering that si � 1), we
obtain

@
P

iwiri

@sj
¼ Te

Ts;1

Ts;j þ 2Ts;jsj � 2
P

kTs;jsk

ð
P

ipsi
Ts;i þ pcTc þ peTeÞ2

¼ 0 ð17Þ

From operating in the above equation,

sj ¼
X

k

sk �
1
2

ð18Þ

which yields

sj ¼ sk8j; k ð19Þ

We conclude that the function
P

iwiri takes a local maximum or
minimum when all si’s take the same value. Based on this, we pro-
ceed as follows to compute the link group capacity C. First, we
compute the value of the function

P
iwiri when all nodes are satu-

rated (note that they have the same si in this case). We denote the
value that the function takes at this point by R.

Since R could be a local maximum or minimum (see Fig. 3), the
minimum of the function could be located at one of the extremes of
the region considered, in particular at one of the axes. Note that at
a given axis j, node j will be allocated a throughput Rj and the other
nodes will be allocated no throughput. Then, with our setting of
the wi’s,

X

i

wiri ¼ wjRj ¼
R1

Rj
Rj ¼ R1 ð20Þ

Therefore, the function
P

iwiri takes the same value (R1) at any
edge. Note that R1 is the throughput that node 1 receives when the
other nodes of the link group do no transmit, and can be easily
computed following the previous throughput analysis.

Based on the above, we compute C as the minimum between R1

and R:
ware routing for 802.11 based mesh networks, Comput. Commun. (2012),
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C ¼ minðR1;RÞ ð21Þ

With the above, we have obtained the weights wi and the link
group capacity C, which terminates the computation of the linear-
ized capacity region.

3.3. Performance evaluation

In this section we first validate the accuracy of the throughput
model presented above, and then assess the efficiency of the line-
arized capacity model. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the
throughput model, we compare the analytical results obtained of
applying the mathematical model explained in Section 3.1 to sim-
ulation based results. On the other hand, the assessment of the effi-
ciency of the linearized capacity model is performed completely
analytically.

The simulator tool used for the model validation is an event dri-
ven simulator based on OMNET++6 that closely follows the details
of the 802.11 protocol. In our simulations, we assume the use of
the 802.11b/g physical layer and 1500 bytes frames.

3.3.1. Model validation
We performed several experiments in order to validate the

throughput model presented above. To this aim, we considered dif-
ferent heterogeneous scenarios and compared the results obtained
from simulation against those computed using the analytical mod-
el. Two experiments were performed, which results are presented
in Tables 1 and 2. The first experiment corresponds to different
scenarios were several stations share the same channel, with dif-
ferent throughput requirements. To generate the different scenar-
ios, we varied the number of saturated and non-saturated nodes
(denoted with Nsat and Nnonsat , respectively), the corresponding
modulation rates (Csat and Cnonsat), and the input rate generated
by the non-saturated stations (Rsat). We assessed the accuracy of
the model by computing the throughput obtained by the saturated
stations (Rsat) using the model (Ana.) and using simulations (Sim.).
The results are presented in Table 1, where each simulation value
corresponds to the average of 10 simulation runs.7

The second experiment corresponds to the same scenario used
in Section 3.3.3 to validate the linearized capacity region. In this
experiment (more detailed in Section 3.3.3) a set of n nodes share
a link group. Each node sends one flow to one of its neighbors
forming a chain topology. The rate of each flow varies following
the formula:

riþ1

ri
¼ a

1� a
ð22Þ
6 http://www.omnetpp.org/.
7 Note that for each scenario the 95%-confidence interval, not shown in the Table,

was smaller than 1% of the average value.
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where a is a variable parameter that we use to set different
throughput distributions (a ¼ 0:5 corresponds to equally distribut-
ing throughput among all flows, while smaller values of a yield to
uneven distributions). The comparison between the analytical
model results and the simulator are presented in Table 2.

The results of both experiments, show that the numerical values
obtained follow very closely those resulting from the simulations.
Indeed, for all the considered scenarios, the difference between the
analytical and simulation results falls below 1%. We conclude from
these results that the analytical model upon which our work is
based is very accurate.
3.3.2. Linearized capacity region – two nodes
We next validate the accuracy of the linearized capacity region.

To this aim, we numerically compute the set of feasible through-
puts according to the exact capacity region computed in Section
3.1 and compare it against the set of feasible throughputs resulting
from the linearized capacity region obtained in Section 3.2.

We first consider a scenario consisting of an 802.11b WLAN
where two nodes share the same link group, and then compare
the resulting capacity region for four different cases, depending
on the modulation scheme that each node is using. In the first case
both stations use a fixed modulation rate of 11 Mbps, which results
in the capacity region depicted in Fig. 4, where the exact capacity
region is plotted with a continuous line and the linearized one with
a dashed line. We observe that the linearized capacity region cov-
ers most of the area of the exact capacity region, which confirms
the efficiency of the proposed linearization.

Figs. 5–7 show the exact capacity regions for the following
modulation rates: {5.5 Mbps,11 Mbps}, {1 Mbps,11 Mbps} and
{1 Mbps,1 Mbps}, respectively. We observe that, for all these
cases, the linearized capacity region follows the exact one very clo-
sely, which confirms the efficiency of the proposed approach also
for the case of heterogeneous modulation rates.

Finally, to complete the validation of the linearized capacity re-
gion for two stations, we computed the difference between the
area covered by the exact capacity region and the area covered
by the linearized capacity region (see color filled part on Fig. 8).
This difference was computed for different combinations of
802.11b and 802.11g transmission rates, the results are presented
in Table 3. The conclusions obtained from these results confirm the
previous assumption, the area covered by both, the exact and the
linearized capacity regions differs in a small percentage (always
lower than a 4% in our results), even more, this difference de-
creases as higher rates are used.

3.3.3. Linearized capacity region – multiple nodes
All the above experiments validate our scheme for the case of a

link group with two nodes. In order to assess the impact of larger
link groups, we evaluated a scenario consisting of a link group with
n nodes, where each node i sent a throughput ri as follows:

riþ1

ri
¼ a

1� a
ð23Þ

where a is a variable parameter that we use to set different
throughput distributions (a ¼ 0:5 corresponds to equally distribut-
ing throughput among all flows, while smaller values of a yield to
uneven distributions).

Given this scenario, we considered three different cases based
on the modulation rate used by nodes:

� The ‘‘single rate’’ scenario, where all nodes have a modulation
rate of 11 Mbps.
� The ‘‘two rates’’ scenario, where half of the nodes transmit at a

modulation rate of 11 Mbps and the other half at 5.5 Mbps.
ware routing for 802.11 based mesh networks, Comput. Commun. (2012),
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Table 1
Validation of the throughput model: experiment I.

Scenario Rsat (Mbps)

Nsat Nnonsat Csat Cnonsat Rnonsat Ana. Sim.

1 1 11 11 0.5 6.48 6.49
11 11 1.0 6.04 6.05
11 11 2.0 5.15 5.16
11 5.5 2.0 3.77 3.78
11 1 0.5 2.98 3.01

1 11 0.5 0.83 0.83
1 1 0.25 0.65 0.66

2 2 11 11 0.5 6.36 6.36
11 11 1.0 5.36 5.36

4 4 11 11 0.5 5.17 5.18

Table 2
Validation of the throughput model: experiment II.

Scenario N Simulation (Mbps) Analytical (Mbps)

Single rate (11 Mbps), a ¼ 0:5 8 6.80 6.83
16 6.30 6.1
32 5.10 5.2

Single rate (11 Mbps), a ¼ 0:1 8 6.92 6.93
16 6.92 6.93
32 6.92 6.93

Two rates (1
2 stations {11,5.5 Mbps}), a ¼ 0:5 8 4.84 4.83

16 4.22 4.25
32 3.59 3.58

Multiple rates (1
4 stations {11,5.5,2,1 Mbps}), a ¼ 0:1 8 6.52 6.53

16 6.52 6.52
32 6.52 6.52

Multiple rates (1
4 stations {54,36,24,18 Mbps}), a ¼ 0:1 8 30.21 30.88

16 30.21 30.87
32 30.21 30.87

Multiple rates (1
4 stations {54,36,24,18 Mbps}), a ¼ 0:5 8 15.98 15.99

16 13.43 13.41
32 10.67 10.68

Fig. 4. Two nodes, homogeneous rates, 11 Mbps.
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� The ‘‘multiple rates’’ scenario, where one fourth of the nodes
transmit at a modulation rate of 11 Mbps, 5.5 Mbps, 2 Mbps
and 1 Mbps, respectively.

For each of these scenarios and a varying number of nodes n, we
first compute the linearized capacity region. Then, for different val-
ues of the parameter a, we compared maximum of the sum of
throughputs (

P
ri) of all the feasible allocations as given by the ex-

act capacity model against the one provided by the linearized
capacity region. The resulting values for each of the three scenarios
are depicted in Figs. 9–11, respectively.

Note that in the single rate scenario the maximum achievable
throughput as given by the linearized capacity does not depend
on a, and therefore in Fig. 9 there is only one line drawn for the lin-
earized capacity, which applies to all a values. On the other hand,
for the cases with heterogeneous rates (Figs. 10 and 11) the max-
imum achievable throughput does depend on the value of the a
parameter, decreasing as more throughput is given to those nodes
with lower modulation rates.

The main conclusion that we draw from the above results is that
the number of nodes has a fairly small impact on the linearized
capacity region. Indeed, for all scenarios the difference between
the exact and the linearized capacity does not change noticeably
with the number of flows. These results show that the conclusions
given above for two nodes also hold for multiple nodes.
Please cite this article in press as: A. de la Oliva et al., Throughput and energy-a
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4. Routing algorithm

The key objective of the proposed linearized capacity region is
to aid the design of efficient algorithms to optimize network per-
formance. In particular, the proposed model allows to easily deter-
mine if a given throughput allocation is feasible, and therefore it
ware routing for 802.11 based mesh networks, Comput. Commun. (2012),
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Fig. 5. Two nodes, heterogeneous rates, 5.5 and 11 Mbps.

Fig. 6. Two nodes, heterogeneous rates, 1 and 11 Mbps.

Fig. 7. Two nodes, homogeneous rates, 1 Mbps.
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Fig. 8. Difference between the areas covered by the capacity region and its
linearization.
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supports the design of efficient optimization algorithms based on
this ability.

In this section we present a routing algorithm for mesh net-
works called Energy and Throughput-aware Routing (ETR). The
scheme relies on the proposed linearized capacity region to provide
throughput guarantees. It is important to note that the routing
Please cite this article in press as: A. de la Oliva et al., Throughput and energy-a
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2012.04.004
algorithm is only an example to show the potential of the proposed
concept. Indeed, the linearized capacity region can be used to solve
other optimization problems such as, e.g., network planning or
traffic engineering.

In the following we first present the basic routing algorithm
which only takes into account throughput considerations, and then
we extend the algorithm to account for energy consumption as well.
4.1. Basic routing algorithm

The basic version of our routing algorithm aims at admitting as
many flows as possible while satisfying their throughput require-
ments. More specifically, given a scenario defined by:

� A mesh network consisting of a set link groups with the corre-
sponding linearized capacity regions as computed in the previ-
ous section.
� A set of gateways, which provide connectivity to the internet.
� A set of flow demands, each flow i originating at source node si

and with a throughput requirement ri.

We want to find a route for each flow to any of the gateways of the
mesh network such that the throughput requirements of all flows
are met and the number of admitted flows is maximized.

It can be easily seen that the above routing problem is NP-hard.
Indeed, the problem can be viewed as a generalization of the well
known single-source disjoint paths problem: this is a particular ver-
sion of our routing problem in which all flows originate at the same
source node, all link groups consist of two nodes and the flow re-
quests are equal to the link group capacities. With this setting,
our routing problem will try to find disjoint paths towards each
gateway which is precisely what the single-source disjoint paths
problem does. Since the single-source disjoint paths problem is
known to be NP-hard, so is our problem. In the following, we pres-
ent an integer programming (IP) formulation of our problem which
we then solve by applying standard techniques.

The IP formulation of our problem is defined as follows. Let xi be
1 if flow i is routed and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, let yi;l be 1 if the
path chosen for flow i traverses link l and 0 otherwise, where (fol-
lowing the terminology introduced in Section 2) with link we refer
to a pair of directly connected nodes. Given these variables, we
want to find the allocation that satisfies

max
X

i

xi ð24Þ
ware routing for 802.11 based mesh networks, Comput. Commun. (2012),
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Table 3
Percentage of area not covered by the linearized capacity region.

IEEE 802.11b IEEE 802.11g

R1 (Mbps) R2 (Mbps) Difference (%) R1 (Mbps) R2 (Mbps) Difference (%)

11 11 3.7 54 54 2.57
11 5.5 2.85 54 36 0.61
11 1 3.41 54 18 2.12

5.5 5.5 2.28 36 36 0.53
5.5 1 3.53 36 18 2.12
1 1 1.7 18 18 1.53

Fig. 9. Multiple nodes, single rate.

Fig. 10. Multiple nodes, two rates.

Fig. 11. Multiple nodes, four rates.

8 Although there is some ongoing research work on techniques that allows splitting
of the flows within the mesh network into different paths (such as the work being
performed at the IETF Multipath TCP WG [12,13]), these techniques have not yet been
deployed in practical scenarios and a number of questions remain on their
performance. Following this, we assume in this paper that flows are unsplittable,
therefore the proposed solution can be directly applied to current networks without
extra functionality to support multipath.

9 Given the problem is NP, herein with ’’solve’’ we refer to find an approximation to
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subject to

xi ¼
X

l2si

yi;l; 8i ð25Þ

X

l2Nin

yi;l ¼
X

l2Nout

yi;l; 8N ð26Þ

X

l2L

wl

X

i2l

yi;lri 6 C; 8L ð27Þ

xi 2 f0;1g; 8i ð28Þ

yi;l 2 f0;1g; 8i; l ð29Þ
Please cite this article in press as: A. de la Oliva et al., Throughput and energy-a
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The above problem formulation aims at maximizing the num-
ber of routed flows (

P
ixi), subject to the following constraints.

� Eq. (25) imposes that in case flow i is routed, there is one out-
going link from the source node of flow i (si) for which yi;l ¼ 1,
while the other yi;l’s are zero.
� Eq. (26) imposes the flow conservation constraints, by guaran-

teeing that the sum of incoming flows to a node equals the
sum of outgoing flows. We denote the set of incoming and out-
going links with Nin and Nout , respectively. Note that this equa-
tion applies to all nodes but sources and gateways.
� Eq. (27) imposes the capacity constraints for each link group L

as given by our linearized capacity model. In particular, this
equation imposes that the sum of the aggregated rates for each
link, with the corresponding weight wi, cannot exceed the link
group capacity C.
� Finally, Eqs. (28) and (29) impose that flows cannot be split

among different paths.8

The above IP problem can be solved9 by using standard relaxa-
tion techniques which first find a solution of the corresponding lin-
ear programming (LP) problem, in which the variables xi and yi;l can
take non-integer values, and then find an approximate solution to
the IP problem by rounding these variables to integer values. In par-
ticular, the technique that we have used in this paper is the one
implemented on the GNU linear programming kit (GLPK) and is
the solution.
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Fig. 12. Virtual node algorithm representation.
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based on a Branch and Bound method. More information of the ac-
tual algorithm implemented can be found in [14].

By applying the above method, we obtain an approximation to
the optimal routing strategy that provides throughput guarantees.
Additionally, note that the proposed algorithm also implements
the admission control functionality; indeed, when the algorithm
does not find a route for all requests, this means they all cannot
be accommodated and therefore a policy decision has to be made
(e.g., the request that triggered the algorithm must be rejected).
4.2. Energy-aware extension

In the following we extend the routing algorithm proposed in
the previous section which, in addition to throughput consider-
ations, aims at minimizing the energy consumption of the wireless
mesh network. Following the discussion of Section 2, we minimize
energy consumption by using as few nodes as possible to satisfy
the throughput demands, while the remaining routers are
switched off and thus do not consume energy. As a first step to-
wards designing our energy-aware routing algorithm, we start by
answering the following question: can the throughput demands
of all the flows be satisfied while k of the routers are switched
off? To answer this question, we formulate the following extension
to the IP problem of the previous section, illustrated in Fig. 12:

� We introduce two virtual nodes in the network, namely, the vir-
tual source node and the virtual destination node.
� We create one link between the virtual source node and each

node in the mesh network, and another link between each node
and the virtual destination node.
� The capacity of all virtual links is set equal to nmaxCmax, where

nmax is the maximum number of interfaces that a network node
has, and Cmax is the largest link group capacity.
� We introduce k virtual flows that are originated at one of the

virtual nodes (the virtual source node) and terminate at the
other (the virtual destination node).
� The throughput requirement of each virtual flow is set to

nmaxCmax.
� We introduce a new constraint on each node of the mesh, which

is that the aggregated throughput that traverses a node cannot
exceed nmaxCmax.

With the above, we have that each of the nodes in the network can
either route a virtual flow, which consumes its entire capacity and
Please cite this article in press as: A. de la Oliva et al., Throughput and energy-a
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does not leave any resources for the normal flows, or route just nor-
mal flows. Therefore, the nodes that route virtual flows are not used
for the normal flows and can be switched off. Note that the capacity
of a node (nmaxCmax) has been chosen such that a node that is not rout-
ing a virtual flow has enough capacity for all its normal flows.

Since we have a total of k virtual flows, if the problem can be
solved and all flows can be routed, then we have found a routing
solution that keeps k of the routers inactive, which answers the
above question. In particular, the IP formulation of the new prob-
lem is as follows (where xi; yi;l and ri account both for the normal
flows and links and the virtual ones):

max
X

i

xi ð30Þ

subject to

xi ¼
X

l2si

yi;l; 8i ð31Þ
X

l2Nin

yi;l ¼
X

l2Nout

yi;l; 8N ð32Þ
X

l2L

wl

X

i2l

yi;lri 6 C;8L ð33Þ
X

l2Nin

yi;lri 6 nmaxCmax; 8N ð34Þ
xi 2 f0;1g; 8i ð35Þ
yi;l 2 f0;1g; 8i; l ð36Þ
With the above, we have answered the question whether the

throughput demands can be satisfied with k of the nodes inactive.
Based on this, we apply the following iterative algorithm in order
to find the solution that leaves as many routers as possible
switched off:

� We start with no inactive routers (k ¼ 0) and see whether (by
solving the above IP problem) the throughput demands can be
satisfied.
� We next set k ¼ 1 and solve the IP problem with this setting. If

we can find a solution, this means that all flows can be routed
while switching off one of the nodes.
� Then, we increase k by one unit and see whether the throughput

demands can be satisfied with one additional node switched off.
� We proceed with the iteration on k until the demands can no

longer be satisfied, which provides us with the maximum num-
ber of routers that can be switched off as well as the corre-
sponding routing solution.

The above terminates the design of our Energy and Throughput-
aware Routing (ETR) algorithm which minimizes the energy con-
sumption in the network while satisfying the desired throughput
guarantees. Note that the algorithm only requires as many execu-
tions of the IP problem solver as nodes can be switched off. Hence,
as long as the original IP problem can be solved within a timeframe
of minutes (which is the case with the technique we are using), the
computational complexity of the proposed algorithm will be afford-
able (as explained in Section 4.1, the algorithm used is the Branch
and Bound implementation of GLPK, an study of the complexity of
this algorithm can be found in [15]).

The performance of the ETR algorithm is evaluated in Section
4.4 in terms of throughput and energy, and it is compared against
other routing algorithms for mesh networks.
ware routing for 802.11 based mesh networks, Comput. Commun. (2012),
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4.3. Protocol operation

The proposed ETR approach relies on two algorithms, one that
computes the link group parameters, described in Section 3, and
the routing algorithm itself, which has been explained above.10

These algorithms are executed in two steps. In the following we
describe the steps of our protocol operation, the network instances
that execute each of the steps as well as the information conveyed
between these different instances. This is illustrated in Fig. 13.

The first step of the protocol operation is the computation of the
link group parameters. This computation is performed at each link
group separately, by a centralized entity in the link group which we
denote by link group manager. The link group manager needs to re-
trieve the modulation scheme Ci used by the different nodes in the
link group, and with this input it executes the algorithm of Section 3
in order to compute the parameters wi and C of the link group.

The second step of the protocol operation is the execution of the
routing algorithm itself. This algorithm is executed at a centralized
location of the mesh network which we call the Centralized Server.
This Centralized Server retrieves the parameters wi and C of all the
link groups in the mesh network. Also, it receives the requests of
the different flows with the corresponding throughput guarantees.
Based on these data, it executes the routing algorithm described
above in order to decide whether the issued requests can be admit-
ted or not and, in the affirmative case, the resulting routing. Once
the routing decisions have been taken, the Centralized Server con-
figures the computed routes in the network.

We argue that the above centralized architecture fits nicely the
focus of this paper on an operator-owned network.11 Indeed, net-
work operators typically prefer to rely on centralized control to man-
age their networks. Additionally, the expected size of a mesh
network will typically be limited,12 and hence centralized control
does not raise any scalability issues.

4.4. Performance evaluation

In this section we assess the performance of the proposed ETR
algorithm. We start by evaluating the throughput performance of
the algorithm in terms of the amount of traffic that can be admitted
into the network, as compared to traditional routing algorithms for
mesh networks. Then we evaluate its energy performance in terms
of the number of nodes that can be switched off without affecting
network performance, under different traffic loads.

In order to conduct a performance evaluation independent of
the chosen topology, we generated multiple random topologies
and evaluated the average performance (and its deviation) among
all topologies. To generate these random topologies we used the
Hyacinth-Laca tool,13 which has been used in several well-known
works such as [2,18]. This tool creates a mesh topology by randomly
discarding nodes of a N � N grid of nodes until the desired size of the
network is reached. In our experiments, we configured node count
between 40 and 70 nodes (which yields a mean of 55 nodes) spread
over an area of 400 � 400 square meters.
10 Note that the above algorithm is designed as an application example of the
linearized capacity region model. As such, it is an off-line algorithm that requires the
knowledge of all input flows to the network in order to optimize it. Nevertheless, the
same concept and usage of the linearized capacity region can be applied to on-line
algorithms such as the ones described in [16].

11 We note, however, that the proposed protocol does not necessarily need to be
implemented by a centralized architecture and could also rely on a distributed
routing protocol such as OSPF [17] which spreads the complete view of the network
to all the nodes, which could then execute our ETR algorithm.

12 In the case of large mesh deployments (e.g. more than 100 nodes), the network
can be partitioned in routing areas, and then the algorithm can be applied to each
routing area independently. As long as these areas are composed of enough nodes and
routes, the penalty incurred by partitioning will be low.

13 Available at http://www.ecsl.cs.sunysb.edu/multichannel/.
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Once a topology is available, before performing a routing exper-
iment we need to assign the channels used by each interface. For
this purpose, we used a channel assignment policy that follows a
Common Channel Set (CCS) configuration [19–21]. In order to cal-
culate the modulation rate at which each node is able to commu-
nicate with its neighbors, we further used the curves of
throughput versus distance given in [22].

The results shown on the next section are obtained using 128
simulation runs. For each run, we randomly select a topology from
a set of 35 pre-computed random topologies. Each topology con-
sists of a set of link groups, which are obtained by assigning the
same channel to a set of nodes that are in a transmission range
of each other. In average, each topology has 92 link groups, with
values ranging between 52 and 164. Link groups are composed of
4 nodes in average, with a minimum size of 2 and a maximum size
of 6. Given a topology, gateway and source nodes are randomly
selected based on percentages specified by simulation scenario.
All flows generate 100 kbps CBR14 traffic. All sources start transmit-
ting at the same time.

4.4.1. Throughput performance
We evaluated routing performance for a varying number of

gateways (10% and 25% of the nodes) and a varying density of
source nodes (25% and 50% of the nodes). This yields to configura-
tions with a minimum of 8 source nodes, a maximum of 31 and 16
in average, while for the case of gateway nodes their minimum is 4,
their maximum is 17 and their average is 9. The metric used to
evaluate routing performance is the maximum amount of traffic
that can be admitted to the network while providing all flows with
the requested throughput. As described above, for each experiment
we provide the average amount of traffic that can be admitted into
the network while satisfying all throughput requests, and its con-
fidence intervals over a set of 128 simulations, with each simula-
tion randomly selecting one of the 35 topologies.

The metric that we used to evaluate the routing performance is
the maximum amount of traffic that can be admitted to the net-
work while providing all flows with the same throughput.15 For
each experiment we generated a set of 35 random topologies, and
we provide the average throughput performance and confidence
intervals over the throughput resulting from 128 simulations (each
simulation randomly selecting one of the 35 topologies).

In order to show the performance improvement resulting from
the proposed scheme (ETR), we compared it with well-known
routing approaches for mesh networks, namely the Expected
Transmission Count (ETX) [20], the Expected Transmission Time
(ETT) [24] and Shortest Path (ShP). The results are given in Figs.
14 and 15 for the case of 10% and 25% gateway nodes, respectively.
14 For this work we have chosen CBR traffic although the model also works for other
traffic processes as long as they are stationary [23].

15 Note that the value of this metric corresponds to the point where the first flow
demand that cannot be admitted appears. Before reaching this point, all demands are
admitted and served with the required throughput.
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Fig. 16. Energy savings vs. ETT, 10 GW/Src nodes.

Fig. 17. Energy savings vs. ETX, 10 GW/Src nodes.
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Fig. 15. Routing performance, 25% GW nodes.
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From these results, we observe that independent of the density
of gateways and sources, our proposal drastically outperforms the
other approaches. In particular, while ETX, ETT and ShP provide
performance numbers within the same order of magnitude, ETR
admits more than twice the throughput than any of the other alter-
natives. This performance improvement of our proposal can be
explained by the following two arguments:

� ETT and ETX are, like ShP, additive metrics, and as a result a
path consisting of a few rather congested links may be preferred
over a longer and less congested path, which harms throughput
performance.
� ETT and ETX do not take into account that the flows that belong

to the same wireless link share the same resource; in contrast,
our approach considers that allocating throughput to one flow
harms the other ones in the same link.

We conclude from the above results that our method is effective in
optimizing throughput performance, making an efficient use of the
linearized capacity region and clearly outperforming previous
approaches.
Fig. 18. Energy savings vs. ShP, 10 GW/Src nodes.
4.4.2. Energy performance
We next evaluate the performance of ETR in terms of energy

consumption. To this aim, we use the same topology generation
procedure as above (see Section 4.4) and set the number of source
nodes and gateway nodes equal to 10. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of ETR by looking at the number of nodes that can be
switched off and comparing it with the other routing strategies.

The comparison of our proposal against ETT, ETX and ShP is pre-
sented in Figs. 16–18, respectively. In particular, these figures
show the number of nodes that can be switched off with each of
Please cite this article in press as: A. de la Oliva et al., Throughput and energy-a
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the strategies as a function of the load offered to the mesh net-
work. It is important to note that in the graphs only consider load
values that could be served by each of the routing strategies. The
reason is that it would be unfair to compare ETR against another
ware routing for 802.11 based mesh networks, Comput. Commun. (2012),
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Table 4
Times involved in computing ETR

Description Time (sec)

Time required to compute maximum
number of nodes to shutdown

35

Time required to compute if a number
k of nodes can be shutdown

24
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routing strategy when the load offered can only be served by ETR,
since we would be comparing the two strategies under different
loads.

The main results of the above figures can be summarized as
follows:

� ETR outperforms the three routing strategies in terms of energy
savings, as for all traffic loads it reduces the number of active
nodes that are required to satisfy the given set of throughput
demands.
� As compared against ETT and ETX, our proposal leads to sub-

stantial energy savings. Indeed, these two approaches use on
average 40% of the nodes in the network to support the traffic
load, while our approach only requires 10% of the nodes in order
to provide the same service.
� On the other hand, compared against ShP our proposal does not

result in very large improvements. The reason is that ShP rout-
ing uses a small number of nodes, which provides a good perfor-
mance in terms of energy (and hence cannot be substantially
improved by ETR) but (as we have seen in the previous section)
provides very poor performance in terms of throughput.

From the above results, we conclude that ETR outperforms pre-
vious approaches very substantially: it outperforms ETT and ETX
both in terms of throughput and energy, and although it does not
outperform ShP very significantly in terms of energy, it drastically
outperforms it in terms of throughput. These results therefore val-
idate the performance of the proposed approach.

To end the validation of the ETR metric, Table 4 presents the
averaged computational time16 required for the different steps of
the algorithm, for the topologies explained in Section 4.4. As ex-
plained in Section 4.2, the energy and routing optimization algo-
rithm is computed in two steps. The first step corresponds to an
iterative search algorithm, which iterates over the number k of nodes
that can be shutdown. The second algorithm involved is the integer
linear programming solver, that returns the routing and nodes that
can be shutdown (and the feasibility of the solution).

The first row of Table 4, represent the average time required by
the algorithm to find out the maximum number of nodes to shut-
down for a given topology and the lowest of the demands. This
number is used as upper bound of the search algorithm. The sec-
ond row corresponds to the average time required by each of the
iterations of the algorithm, finding if for a certain demand, it is pos-
sible to shutdown k nodes. The search algorithm over k (number of
nodes that can be switch off), takes a time to complete that is lineal
with the second row of Table 4. It is important to note that this
algorithm can be optimized by the use of well known numeric
methods, such as golden search.

5. Related work

In this work we propose a novel routing algorithm based on the
computation of the linearized capacity region of an 802.11 WLAN.
While computing the capacity region of a wireless network is an
important research challenge in information theory, our contribu-
16 Computed in a standard desktop with a 3.06 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor.
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tion is to the best of our knowledge the first one to propose an effi-
cient algorithm to compute the linear capacity region of the 802.11
DCF mechanism in order to support optimal routing and admission
control. Indeed, the seminal work of Gupta and Kumar [25], as well
as the extensions of [26,27] to account for geometrical locations
and transmission power, and the extensions of [28,29] to account
for infrastructure support, computed the upper bounds on the
maximum capacity of the network and, as such, cannot be used
to support a routing algorithm.

In the related literature, there are several works that jointly per-
form routing, scheduling and channel assignment in order to im-
prove the performance of the network. In [30] the authors
provide a fast mechanism to infer the feasibility of a certain end-
to-end demand vector in a wireless mesh network, providing the
joint routing and scheduling solution. They also provide two chan-
nel assignment algorithms, which allocate channels to links
according to the traffic demand. In [31], authors evaluate the gain
in performance resulting from a joint optimization of routing and
scheduling in a multi-radio, multi-channel multi-hop network.
Although both [30,31] are based on linear programming like our
proposal, they do not consider contention, which represents a ma-
jor difference with our work. In particular, reference [31] does not
consider any MAC operation at all, while [30] assumes the pres-
ence of a mechanism that allows neglecting channel contention.

The impact of multihop, spatial reuse and power control on the
capacity region is analyzed in [32] through the use of numerical
techniques, by computing the set achievable rates for each possible
configuration and then obtaining the convex hull of the set of rate
matrices. Although this work provides valuable insights on the im-
pact of these parameters on the capacity region, it does not provide
an efficient algorithm for its computation, which challenges its
practical use.

In order to compute the linearized capacity region, we use the
concept of link group. The idea behind the link group model is sim-
ilar to the clique concept defined in graph theory. Given an undi-
rected graph, a clique is defined as a subset of its vertices such
that every two vertices in the subset are connected by an edge.
In this way, a set of mesh nodes contending on the same channel
can be modeled as a clique. Previous work in the literature have
used the concept of clique applied to wireless networks, such as
[33–35]. While the concept of clique in those papers is similar to
our link group concept, they are several key differences and novel-
ties in our approach. First, [33] targets a different objective. In
particular, [33] only provides upper and lower bounds on perfor-
mance, while our paper aims at providing throughput guarantees
while maximizing the number of flows admitted to the network.
Second, [33] does not consider heterogeneous transmission rates,
i.e., it assumes that all stations use the same modulation scheme
(note that in [33], heterogeneous rates refers to different traffic
generation rates and not different modulation coding schemes).
Furthermore, in [33] traffic differentiation is based on the TXOP
parameter, not supported by the standard DCF operation (which
is the mechanism we focus on in our paper). Finally, the capacity
region in [33] is computed assuming a large number of stations,
which is suboptimal in cliques with a small number of stations.
In contrast, our computation of the capacity region is more accu-
rate since we take into account the actual number of stations. In
[34], authors use the clique concept to reduce the complexity of
hand-over operations in wireless mesh networks. More specifi-
cally, the network is partitioned in set of routers (i.e., cliques), with
one router being elected as the responsible for all mobility opera-
tions within each group. Therefore the concept of a clique in [34] is
very different from the link group concept in our paper. Finally in
[35] the authors consider a TDMA-based wireless multi-hop net-
work and target the minimum-length schedule of a set of links.
This is done through a set of coloring algorithms, which result on
ware routing for 802.11 based mesh networks, Comput. Commun. (2012),
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minimizing the maximum clique around the gateways on the con-
flict graph, hence reducing the bottleneck schedules around gate-
way nodes. Therefore, while this concept of a clique is similar to
ours, it is used for a very different purpose.

Concerning routing algorithms for wireless mesh networks, the
first proposals were based on algorithms already available for mo-
bile ad-hoc networks (e.g., shortest path); however, given that
mesh networks significantly differ from MANETS [36], these are
far from providing optimal performance. Following this observa-
tion, some previous works have proposed new metrics for mesh
routing [20,24,37,36], tailored to IEEE 802.11 WLANs: ETX [20] is
based on the number of attempts to send a frame using lowest-
modulation probes; ETT [24] extends it to account for the physical
rate and frame length used; ML [37] proposes to find the route
with the minimum end-to-end loss probability; while mETX and
ENT [36] extend ETX to account not only for average values but
also for standard deviations. As opposed to these approaches, our
proposal formulates routing as an optimization problem and pro-
vides an approximate solution to this problem, which yields a sub-
stantially improved performance as we have showed in Section 3.
A first attempt to use a linear model to optimize the throughput
allocation is the work of [38]. However, the performance of the
MAC protocol is not taken into account, and authors assume that
the nominal capacity coincides with the achievable capacity of
the WLAN. Other works such as [39] aim at modeling routing strat-
egies as solutions of a constrained optimization problem, which is
related to our contribution (routing as a multi-commodity flow
problem) but their focus is set on wired networks.

Energy optimization is nowadays drawing significant attention
from the research community. Although much of the research in
this area is focused on optimizing the MAC and the physical layer
(e.g., [40]), as well as extending the routing algorithm metric (e.g.,
in [41] authors propose to use the physical distance), there are
some proposals that, like ours, aim at minimizing the energy con-
sumption by means of smart routing, by switching off those nodes
not required to support the traffic load. In [42] the authors propose
to switch off nodes in areas with high density of routers through a
randomized algorithm, therefore leading to non-optimal solutions.
In [43] the authors propose, for the case of a mobile operator net-
work, to change users’ association in order to switch off as many
base stations as possible. However, they propose the use of heuris-
tics which results also in non-optimal performance. A similar ap-
proach is presented in [44]; however, this approach focuses on
wired networks and is based on heuristics, in contrast to our pro-
posal which takes into account the constraints resulting from wire-
less links and is formulated as an optimization problem.
6. Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a novel routing algorithm for
wireless mesh networks. The proposed algorithm has been specially
devised for mesh networks owned by operators as (i) it relies on
carefully planned mesh networks that, by doing proper channel
assignment, do not suffer from interference between different link
groups, (ii) it is based on a centralized algorithm that is executed
at a central location and is responsible for the entire routing in
the network, and (iii) it has been carefully designed to satisfy
operator requirements in terms of service guarantees and energy
consumption.

The proposed routing algorithm relies on the linearized capacity
region concept. This is a linear representation of the capacity region
of a link that covers almost the entire region, hence allowing almost
any of the possible throughput allocations in the link group. Its lin-
earity is a key feature of the proposed concept since relying on lin-
ear constraints allows designing efficient optimization algorithms.
Please cite this article in press as: A. de la Oliva et al., Throughput and energy-a
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In this paper, we present an analysis of the capacity region of
802.11 and, based on this analysis, we obtain the corresponding lin-
earized capacity region.

One of the key objectives of the proposed routing algorithm is
that it provides users with throughput guarantees. This is performed
by taking into account that the number of flows admitted at a gi-
ven link group does not exceed the available resources as given
by the linearized capacity region. In particular, the routing algo-
rithm has been formulated as an integer programming problem that
admits as many flows as possible while meeting this constraint.
This problem is solved by using standard relaxation techniques
that provide an approximation to the optimal solution at a reason-
ably low computational complexity.

Another key objective of the proposed algorithm is that it min-
imizes the overall energy consumed by the mesh network. Based
on existing models on the energy consumption of a node, that
show that the energy consumed by an active node is approxi-
mately constant independent of its transmission behavior, our
routing solution aims at switching off as many nodes as possible.
We implement this by adding to our integer programming formula-
tion of the routing problem virtual flows and imposing the con-
straint that routers can either route virtual flows or normal
flows, which allows switching off those routers that route virtual
flows only.

The approaches proposed in this paper have been extensively
evaluated via simulation and compared to previous approaches.
The main conclusions drawn from the conducted performance
evaluation study are:

(i) The proposed linearized capacity region covers most of the
actual capacity region of an 802.11 WLAN independent of
the modulation rates and the number of flows. This validates
the efficiency of the linearized capacity region concept.

(ii) The proposed routing strategy outperforms very substan-
tially standard de facto strategies such as ETT, ETX and short-
est path in terms of throughput. In particular, with the
proposed scheme we improve the amount of traffic that
can be admitted into the network by a factor that ranges
from 2 to 4.

(iii) For a given level of traffic in the network, the proposed rout-
ing algorithm reduces energy consumption very significantly
as compared to previous approaches. In particular, the pro-
posed scheme can provide energy savings of up to 40%.
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